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Engineering Evaluation of Hanchett Model 8500 Electric Strike for compliance 
with the applicable requirements of the following criteria: NFPA 80-10 Standard
for Fire Doors and Other Opening Protectives.
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This report is for the exclusive use of Intertek's Client and is provided pursuant to the agreement between Intertek and its 
Client. Intertek's responsibility and liability are limited to the terms and conditions of the agreement. Intertek assumes no 
liability to any party, other than to the Client in accordance with the agreement, for any loss, expense or damage 
occasioned by the use of this report. Only the Client is authorized to copy or distribute this report and then only in its 
entirety. Any use of the Intertek name or one of its marks for the sale or advertisement of the tested material, product or 
service must first be approved in writing by Intertek. The observations and test results in this report are relevant only to 
the sample tested. This report by itself does not imply that the material, product, or service is or has ever been under an 
Intertek certification program.
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2 Introduction 

Intertek is conducting an engineering evaluation for Hanchett Entry Systems, Inc. on Model 8500 Electric 
Strike, to evaluate Fire Resistance. The evaluation is being conducted to determine if use in an assembly 
to protect openings against the spread of fire and smoke will comply with NFPA 80-10 Standard for Fire 
Doors and Other Opening Protectives.

3 Product and Assembly Description 

3.1.Product Description:

The 8500 series is an electric strike for use with mortise latches having ¾ inch latch bolts, when such 
latches are mounted in single swing doors up to 4’0” wide x 8’0” high.  

See 8500 Series Electric Strike installation instructions for details.

3.2.Product Certification:

Hanchett Model 8500 Electric Strike is a UL Listed Electric Strike for compliance with applicable 
requirements of the following standards:  UL10B Fire Tests of Door Assemblies, UL 10C Positive 
Pressure Fire Tests of Door Assemblies and UBC7-2 (1997). Model 8500 Electric UL Listing information 
states listing for use with mortise latches having ¾ inch latch bolts. Listing information is not by Intertek 
and has not been confirmed by review of test data and is mentioned here for informational purposes only. 

Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) should be consulted in all cases as to the particular requirements 
covering the installation and use of Intertek certified products, equipment, systems, devices and 
materials. The AHJ should be consulted before construction. Fire resistance assemblies and products are 
developed by the design submitter and have been investigated by Intertek for compliance with specific 
requirements. The published information (product and design listings) cannot always address every 
construction nuance encountered in the field. When field issues arise, it is recommended the first contact 
for assistance be the technical service staff provided by the product manufacturer noted for the design. 
Users of fire resistance assemblies are advised to consult the test standard referenced for each Intertek 
certified product. The test standard includes specifics concerning alternate materials and alternate 
methods of construction. Only products which bear Intertek's Mark are considered as certified. The 
appearance of a company's name or product in Intertek Directory of Listed Building Products does not in 
itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under Intertek's Follow-Up Service. Only 
those products bearing the Intertek Mark should be considered to be Listed and covered under Intertek's 
Follow-Up Service. Always verify the Mark on the product before using it. 

4 Reference Documents 

As part of this evaluation, Intertek has directly or indirectly used the following referenced documents: 

� UL Directory of Listed products, summary information GXAY.R9483 
� NFPA 80 (2010)  “Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening Protectives” 
� HES 8500 Series Electric Strike Product Information.  
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5 Evaluation Method 

This evaluation is being conducted solely for the above italicized referenced project or use or both. Due to 
the variables that exist from project to project and the fact that each evaluation requires review of the 
most current existing data and information, this evaluation is not to be used as justification for any other 
opinion nor used for any other project, without the express written consent of Intertek. This report should 
serve as Intertek’s opinion regarding the use of the certified product in the conditions described herein. 
The materials used on the project, which are applied in compliance with Intertek Design Listings, must 
bear the Intertek listing mark. All certified products must be installed in accordance with the details 
contained in Intertek's Directory of Listed Building Products.

The product assembly and use was evaluated against requirements in NFPA 80 that would make the use 
of HES Model 8500 Strike compliant with NFPA 80. 

A review of NFPA 80 finds: 

� Electric strikes are defined per section 3.3.121.1 as strikes that, when activated, either releases 
or retains a projected latch or dead bolt.  

� Strike plates are defined in section 3.3.122 as wear plates for projecting hardware or a wear plate 
and keeper for a latch bolt. 

� Per Section 6.4.4.11 electric strikes are permitted in lieu of conventional strikes in single swinging 
doors and pairs of doors where provided for in the published listings. Typical electric strikes are 
illustrated in annex A. figure A.6.4.4.11.  

� Section 6.4.4.8 requires Strike plates are secure to frame with steel screws or other types of 
screws as indicated by the manufacturer’s published listing or label service procedure.   

� Section 6.4.4.9 requires Strike plates for doors swinging in pairs to be secured to reinforcements 
in the inactive leaf with machine screws. 

� Section 6.4.4.9.1 requires pilot holes to be drilled prior to strike plate installation, in accordance 
with manufacturer’s installation instructions.  

An examination of the product and Listed use found that HES Model 8500 falls within the definition of 
electric strikes and complies with the above NFPA 80 criteria. The strike releases or retains a projected 
latch bolt when activated and includes a strike plate acting as a wear plate for and keeper for a latch bolt. 
The 8500 strike is fire rated per UL report GXAY.R9483, allowing it to be used in place of conventional 
strikes. The strike plate is secured to the frame with steel screws installed into pilot holes drilled into the 
frame prior to installation, as indicated by the attached installation instructions. Section 6.4.4.9 does not 
apply to the 8500 strike as it is only to be installed into a single swing frame. 
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6 Conclusion 

Intertek is conducting an engineering evaluation for Hanchett Entry Systems, Inc. on Model 8500 Electric 
Strike, to evaluate Fire Resistance. The evaluation is being conducted to determine if use in an assembly 
to protect openings against the spread of fire and smoke will comply with NFPA 80-10 Standard for Fire 
Doors and Other Opening Protectives.

Based on the information contained and referenced herein, it is Intertek’s professional judgment based on 
sound engineering principles that the following is true: Listed use of Model 8500 Electric Strike complies 
with NFPA 80-10. 

INTERTEK  

Reported by: ______________________
 Jesse Peterson 
 Project Engineer, BP-Safety

Reviewed by: _____________________                   
 Mike Puls 

Engineering Team Leader, BP-Safety
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7 APPENDIX 

� HES  8500 Installation Instructions 
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